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ANNEXURE 43.

Shocking stats reveal 41% of rapes in SA are against children
These statistics are truly horrific.
by Nic Andersen 2018-05-18 13:35 in News

Some new rape statistics direct from the Minister of Police, Bheki Cele, have left the nation feeling
even more worried and unsafe. Believe it or not, over 40% of all the rapes in South Africa are
committed against children.
In a parliamentary reply to a question from the DA, Cele revealed various numbers for child
murders and child rapes over the last three financial years.
Of the 124 526 total rape cases reported in the last 3 financial years, children were the victims of a
sickening 41% of these cases.
In the same time period, 2 600 children were also murdered. That amounts to 5% of the total murder
numbers across the country.
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“This also means that at least 46 children are raped every day and at least two
children are murdered every single day in South Africa. Only 21% of child rapes
cases and only one in three murder cases resulted in successful convictions,”
said Zakhele Mbhele, DA Shadow Minister of Police.
The numbers become even more frightening when you realise that the number of child rapes has
continually increased over the years.
In 2014/15, there were 15 520 child rapes reported. Only 1799 ended up in successful convictions.
In 2015/16, 16 389 were reported. Just 2 488 were convicted.
In 2016/17, the numbers rose even further to 19 071. Thankfully, there was a small improvement in
convictions; 6 366 were convicted.
“The horrific brutality with which these children were murdered is also
frightening. Weapons used, include firearms, axes, spades, pangas, hammers, belts and
poison– many of these children were practically butchered to death,” Mbhele said.
“Something is seriously amiss and the Minister of Police, Bheki Cele, must take a firm
stand against these senseless losses of life and the brutal murders of our children.”
While the overall rape crisis in South Africa has long been well documented, it seems that
South Africans had no idea that the problem was so severe amongst children.
Minister Cele has a lot that needs urgent attention; this issue is certainly in that category.
Tags: Bheki CeleChildrenCrime, Courts and Justicerape

Source: Andersen, Nic. The South African, “Shocking stats reveal 41% of rapes in SA are
against children”, 18th May 2018. https://www.thesouthafrican.com/news/rape-statistics-41children/
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ANNEXURE 44.

‘Spectacular’ 100% Fail Rate Forces South African
Medical Schools To Make Exams Easier
By CFT Team 19 Comments

An examination spectacularly failed by all would-be professional surgeons from five universities in
South Africa two weeks ago will now be written in an easier multiple-choice format to improve the
pass rate:
Zach Koto, president of the council of surgeons at the Colleges of Medicine of SA
(CMSA), announced at a media briefing held in Joburg on Tuesday that the multiplechoice format will be used, starting from next year.
A row erupted last week after it emerged that all candidates from Wits University,
University of Cape Town, University of Pretoria, Walter Sisulu University and
University of the Free State had failed the exam.
Some university officials questioned why only candidates from the University of
KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN), Sefako Makgatho Health Sciences University and
Stellenbosch University managed to pass.
Koto said the multiple choice was a principle implemented nationally and
internationally.
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“Majority of international colleges now use multiple-choice questions. It’s a single best
answer question. It is a better type of assessment to answer questions. It is also an
advantage for the narrative skills of individuals,” Koto said.
However, CSMA president Flavia Senkubuge, said the probe into the low pass rate
was continuing.
She said the probe would focus on both sets of those who failed and those who passed
the examination.
“The institutions that managed to pass the examination must be approached to adopt
their training mechanism. We need to ask questions: the universities that have passed
what is it that they are doing and those that have not passed what are the challenges?”
She said the training institutions were not equal and, therefore, not all institutions were
going to get a 100% pass rate. She added that 44% was not a pass rate, but a
qualification rate.
“The pass rate will be determined at the end of this month after part two of the
examination. The final exam has two parts. Part one (written component) which was
written on July 25 and 26.
“Part two (clinical component) will be written next week. Only candidates who
achieved a sub-minimum of 45% in one paper with a minimum of 50% in the other
paper will be invited to part two of the exam and those that are not satisfied with the
results will be allowed to appeal after the part two of the exam,” Senkubuge said.
Koto also said the decline in the pass rate started last year and investigations were done,
however, there were no major changes on the examination.
Of course, we know that race cannot possibly be a factor in this 100% fail rate because the article
predictably didn’t mention it.
All other Black schools in South Africa have astonishingly low pass rates as we’ve reported
previously, but allegedly Black medical students fail merely because of the incorrect test format.
All standardized tests, including the SAT and IQ tests, have been made easier for Blacks to
artificially raise their pass rates, but all that this fudging has accomplished is raised everyone’s score
to the point where the tests have become meaningless.
Apologists for Blacks have long claimed that such standardized tests are “culturally biased” against
Blacks, but they have never been able to come up with any test where Blacks score as high as
Whites, no matter how “neutral” they make it.
In reality, it is not fair to Blacks to judge them based on White standards, accomplishments, and
potential. And it’s cruel to fill the heads of Black children with fairy tales that they can accomplish
what Whites accomplish. If that were the case, Africa would look like Europe or America, but it
doesn’t.
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Whites are not secretly trying to “oppress” and “keep the Black man down.” Whites would like
nothing better than to see Blacks rise up out of inter-generational poverty and ignorance en masse,
because that chronic failure is a burden to Whites to continue to support. Not only that, tens of
thousands of Whites are murdered and raped every year by impoverished and violent Blacks.
And if we cannot uplift Blacks to our level, we have no choice but to live separately because our
lives literally depend on it.

Source: CFT Team, Christians For Truth, “‘Spectacular’ 100% Fail Rate Forces South
African Medical Schools To Make Exams Easier”, 10th October 2019.
https://christiansfortruth.com/spectacular-100-fail-rate-on-south-african-medical-schoolexam-raises-eyebrows/
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ANNEXURE 45.

Newsletter #111
Lee Euler, Editor

Web Version | Subscribe | Back Issues | Resource Center | Write us
About Cancer D
The Clothes that Kill You Slowly but Surely
If you're like most people I bet you never give a thought to whether your clothes are toxic... even if
you take care to eat organic foods and use organic cleansers in your home. Keep reading and you
may change your mind. . .
I'm mindful of the problem because (cancer concerns aside) I'm sensitive to a wide range of
chemicals -- including those found in some types of cloth. A few years ago I bought a beautiful set
of sheets from a fancy store. The label said they were100 percent cotton, but after sleeping in them
a few nights I was in bone and muscle pain from head to toe. Repeated washings didn't get out
whatever the offending substance was.
I got a terrible reaction from the dyes or maybe the chemicals used to make those all-cotton sheets
"no-iron". You can only imagine what true synthetic cloth can do to us. It's largely a product of the
oil industry.
The Toxins Lurking in Your Clothing...
We have the illusion that clothes made from synthetic fibers are safe, but the materials are in fact
full of invisible chemicals the clothing industry prefers we don't think about.
A hundred years ago, clothing was made of natural fibers like cotton, flax, wool, and silk. In the
early 1900s synthetics were developed.
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Although rayon was introduced in 1924, the first truly synthetic fiber was nylon, made by DuPont
from the petro-molecule toluene. Nylon because a popular material for women's panty hose.
Other synthetics followed:
• Acrylic (1950), aka, "wash-and-wear" fabrics — a "revolutionary time-saving leap" for
homemakers.
• Polyester (1953), "wrinkle free" fabrics developed from xylene and ethylene.
• Spandex and olefin (1959), which became the mainstay of sportswear, swim suits, and
thermal underwear. Olefin is produced by "cracking" petroleum molecules into propylene
and ethylene gases.
Today's clothing (a $7 trillion/year industry) is manufactured using an astounding 8,000 synthetic
chemicals.
Nowadays, clothes also contain toxins like formaldehyde, brominated flame retardants, and
perfluorinated chemicals (Teflon) to provide "non-iron" and "non-wrinkle" qualities. Insecticides
are even applied in the name of good health!
For half a century, skin and chemicals have been interacting… creating problems like infertility,
respiratory diseases, contact dermatitis, and cancer.
The more synthetic clothing you wear, the greater your risk of absorbing toxic chemicals that harm
your health.
The Problems with Synthetics…
When toxins are absorbed through your skin — your largest organ — they bypass your liver, the
organ responsible for removing toxins.
You also may not realize that your skin keeps you healthy by venting toxins… up to a pound per
day.
Petrochemical fibers restrict and suffocate your skin — shutting down toxic release. Meanwhile,
they contribute to your total toxic burden and may become the "tipping point" for triggering the
onset of disease.
Two contributing factors are (1) toxic buildup in your body and (2) multiple chemicals that interact
together to create even worse problems than the individual chemicals by themselves.
Skin rashes, nausea, fatigue, burning, itching, headaches, and difficulty breathing are all associated
with chemical sensitivity. If you have mysterious health symptoms that you can't seem to get control
over, it's worth checking out whether your clothes could be the problem.
The Chemicals You Wear Every Day…
With a "mere" 8,000 chemicals used in clothing manufacture, it's a sure bet you're wearing many as
you read this. Let's highlight some of the worst.
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These kinds of fabric finishes "scream" chemicals...
1.
2.
3.
4.

Easy Care — Wrinkle free, shrinkage free garments release formaldehyde.
Water Repellent — Fluoropolymers (as in Teflon) are used to repel oil and water
Flame Retardants
Bacterial and fungicidal chemicals — Triclosan and nano-particles are used for this.

Formaldehyde is linked to a 30% increase in lung cancer, plus skin/lung irritation and contact
dermatitis. It is found in fabrics claiming to be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Anti-cling, anti-static, anti-shrink
Waterproof
Perspiration-proof
Moth-proof and mildew resistant
Chorine resistant

It's also used in dyes and printing to fix the design and prevent "running".
Most governments restrict formaldehyde levels in clothing… but not the U.S. One of the worst
offenders is China. Beware of "Made in China" labels.
Use of formaldehyde in clothing is extremely widespread. There have even been lawsuits alleging
high levels of it in Victoria's Secret bras.
High temps and humidity make "poison clothes" even worse — they open your pores and increase
chemical absorption.
And you absorb formaldehyde from multiple sources daily, so don't be fooled by manufacturers'
reassurances.
Disperse Blue Dyes may look gorgeous — even regal — but they put you at high risk for contact
dermatitis… especially dark blue, brown, and black synthetic clothing. It's important to note —
laundering does not reverse that risk.
Worse… Disperse Blue 1 is classified as a human carcinogen due to high malignant tumor levels in
lab animals.
Incidentally, you might be interested to know that this dye also shows up in cosmetics and semipermanent hair dyes.
Fire and burn hazards: The Marine Corps now prohibits troops in Iraq from wearing synthetic
clothing while off base… after too many unfortunate burns from soldiers wearing polyester, acrylic,
and nylon — which readily melts in high heat and fuses to the skin. (Dudes, what did you expect?
The stuff is a first cousin to plastic. Both are products of the oil industry.)
Of course, that begs the question of whether flame retardants are safer…
Flame Retardant use began in 1971, when government required children's sleepwear to be selfextinguishing. The solution was to add brominated Tris.
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Studies measuring urine samples showed that this chemical is readily absorbed.
Brominated Tris is a mutagen, and causes cancer and sterility in animals. (Mutagens cause
inheritable mutations by damaging DNA.) They also cause testicular atrophy and sterility.
Tris was banned in children's clothing in 1977 (but lives on in upholstered furniture foam, baby
carriers, and bassinets). Today most synthetic fabrics contain a new generation of flame retardants
bonded into the fabric, which must survive 50+ washings.
According to the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's National Burn Center, only 36
children a year suffer serious injuries from sleepwear catching fire. My heart goes out to these
tragic victims and their families. But is the toxic contamination of millions of children worth
protecting 36 children per year from burns?
This sort of regulation is a product of the "precautionary principle" — the notion that there should
be no limit to the amount of money spent or the amount of inconvenience inflicted on millions of
people when it comes to preventing rare dangers that affect a tiny number of people. The mania for
making our society risk-proof and accident-proof actually increases danger in many cases.
The Consumer Product Safety Commission exempts certain sleepwear from flammability standards.
Two companies selling kids' sleepwear without flame retardants are L.L. Bean and Lands' End.
But it's not just children's sleepwear…
Demand is high for fire-retardant uniforms and civilian clothing.
Lab studies show that flame retardants (PBDEs) can cause a slew of health issues — thyroid
problems, brain damage, ADHD symptoms, and fertility problems.
The insecticide permethrin is now in civilian outdoor wear and military uniforms even though no
long-term studies have assessed its safety. We wrote about this dangerous chemical in Issue #89.
You can see it at www.cancerdefeated.com/newsletters.
Silver nanoparticles in name-brand clothing create anti-odor, anti-wrinkle, and anti-stain clothes.
"Nano" means "really tiny"… super-microscopic.
Nano-particles in clothing can create easily absorbed toxins that, due to their miniscule size, are
transported into all your organs, including your brain… consequences unknown.
Other scary toxins include sulfuric acid, urea resin, sulfonamides, halogens, and sodium hydroxide.
The Health Hazards of Built-Up Electrical Charges…
Electrostatic charges accumulate in synthetic clothing. There are stories of shocking miniexplosions from mixing layers of synthetic clothing with synthetic carpeting.
And get this: synthetic undergarments contribute to infertility in men.
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A 24-month study of male dogs wearing either loose-fitting polyester underpants or loose-fitting
cotton ones showed that wearing polyester created significant decreases in sperm count and
degeneration of the testes. The animals wearing cotton suffered no side effects. (And, please, no
letters to the editor about dogs wearing underwear. I agree, it sounds silly.)
Scientists think polyester traps body heat, encourages chemical absorption, and creates electrostatic
build-up… which all affect sperm count.
Is Tight Fitting Clothing a Problem?
The short answer is "yes".
We recently ran an article on the risks of wearing bras, especially tight ones (Issue #65).
Probably the most unsafe clothing item ever introduced in the name of fashion was the corset. It
squeezed women's bodies and crushed their internal organs to the point of broken ribs.
Today, some scientists believe restrictive bras suppress the lymphatic system — which flushes
toxins from your breasts and lymph nodes and helps prevent breast cancer.
Anna Maria Clement and Brian R. Clement, co-authors of the book Killer Clothes, recommend
limiting bra usage as much as possible.
Your shoes might also fit the category of tight clothing. A 2009 survey of 2,000 people found that
40% of women buy and wear uncomfortable shoes to make a fashion statement. By contrast, just
17% of men did likewise.
Synthetics Hurt Athletic Outcomes…
Despite the wide appeal of synthetic athletic apparel, medical studies show that synthetic fibers
cause muscle fatigue — which can mean the difference between winning and losing for competitive
athletes.
In a study of 24— to 27-year-old men, natural linen long sleeved shirts were worn for five hours -and then polyester ones were worn for another five hours. Their arms were monitored during both,
with electrodes measuring skin temperature and velocity of the men's muscle tissue.1
No changes were measured when they wore the linen. But when they donned polyester they
endured a range of muscle disruptions…
The Bottom Line…
It's important to realize that while individual chemicals might not endanger your health, the
synergistic effect of multiple chemicals interacting can have unpredictable negative effects.
Natural and organic clothing is becoming more popular again. But it can still be a challenge to find
it, and you may have to piece together items from multiple suppliers. Here's empowerment for the
process…
Priority #1 — Choose natural fibers.
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1. Cotton — preferably organic. It still remains the "king" of textiles. Organic accounts for less
than 1% of worldwide production.
2. Flax — one of nature's strongest fibers.
3. Hemp — grows without any need for fungicides, herbicides, or pesticides because it's
naturally insect-resistant. Its fibers are reported to be four times stronger than cotton. This is
NOT the hemp known for its mind-altering properties!
4. Silk — known as the "queen of fabrics". Watch out for the use of synthetic dyes in silk.
5. Wool — most of today's wool is contaminated with chemicals, i.e., pesticides used to kill
parasites. But organic wool is becoming more common.
6. Other — alpaca, angora, camel, cashmere, mohair, ramie, aluyot.
Incidentally, the Organic Trade Association estimates that one non-organic cotton T-shirt uses onethird pound of pesticides and fertilizers. Cotton production uses one-fourth of all the world's
fertilizers.2 It's another good reason to choose organic cotton to add to the ones above.
Here are some sources to get you started in your search for healthier clothes:
• Hempest.com
• Patagonia (small line of organic clothing)
• Ecowise.com
• Fairindigo.com
• Faeriesdance.com
• Kasperorganics.com
• Juteandjackfruit.com
Start small… Choose organic for clothing closest to your skin most of the time — underwear,
sleepwear, camisoles, and the like… and then build as you replace items in your closet. Move in a
healthier direction with your clothing to drastically reduce your chemical load.
Kindest regards,

Lee Euler, Publisher
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ANNEXURE 47.

THE NEW QINGDOM

The Cause of Climate Change
(Based on the book Where To From Here: Cognition by Andre M. Slade & Katarina Krizani)
Written by Andre M. Slade, Edited by Katarina Krizani
This article was submitted for peer review.

Introduction:
The following article’s aim is to objectively analyse the current phenomenon of Extreme Weather
patterns across the globe known to humanity as Climate Change; the false information about
“climate change” is separated here from the facts, which form a foundation for the explanation of
this serious phenomenon. The following information is a breakthrough in understanding of Earth’s
journey in the Space and is often disregarded because of cognitive dissonance, just like were the
views of astronomers who suggested The Earth is not the centre of our Solar system and it is indeed
orbiting The Sun in the times when the Catholic Church was enforcing a geocentric view. We now
know that the Sun does not revolve around the Earth but now we are at the very point when there is
another great world-changing discovery waiting to be accepted and brought into the light because it
will in turn bring clarity to all other subjects.
What I am sharing here is not known to humanity as a philosophy yet, but it is written and logged in
your history. This article clarifies why NASA is not credible and is part of humanity’s problem.
A Great Year is defined by NASA as “The period of one complete cycle of the equinoxes around the
ecliptic, about 25,800 years. Also called platonic year.”.
What is the Great Year or Platonic Year really?
Plato is one of the world’s best known and most widely read and studied philosophers and founder
of the Academy in Athens, one of the first institutions of higher learning in the Western world. In
his words:
“ The universe is the product of rational, purposive, and beneficent agency. It is the handiwork of a
divine Craftsman who, imitating an unchanging and eternal model, imposes mathematical order on
a preexistent chaos to generate the ordered universe (kosmos)….. time really is the wanderings of
these bodies, bewilderingly numerous as they are and astonishingly variegated.”
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Plato defined The Great Year or Perfect Year “as the return of the celestial bodies (planets) and the
diurnal rotation of the fixed stars (circle of the Same) to their original positions.”.
The Great Year vs. normal Earth year.
The Great Year is metaphysical, the normal year is physical; one is visible from Earth, and the other
is caused by a magnetic field also known as the Aether and can only be perceived through scientific
knowledge, historical records and logic. This Key to Tesla 369 code crack
(https://wheretofromhere.org/tesla-369-code/) describes the consciousness of Aether and the unity
between God and science. In solar systems everything is held together by their Sun’s magnetic flux
field; revolving celestial objects oscillate around their Sun’s equatorial plane in their orbits. It is the
only place where an orbit can happen because this is the most neutral position to orbit in a magnetic
field.
Although recorded before by the Sumerians, Nicolaus Copernicus finally defined the motion of the
planets as heliocentric in 1543. However, he was only correct about The Sun being the centre of
Earth’s orbit; two equinoxes each year could mean Earth is orbiting The Sun which made enough
sense to be believable.
Aether is the reason there is light thus life on Earth. I take it that you comprehend why there is blue
sky on Earth in daytime; if nothing else, it proves that you are living in an electrical field.
Heliocentrism and Climate Change: false or fact?
Physics states that for every effect there is an equal opposite or for every stimulus a response (cause
and effect). What this means for Earth is that in crossing the Equatorial plane of The Sun, it has to
flip Her polarity. Were the present definition of heliocentrism correct, Earth would have to flip
polarity every six months. This would render Earth uninhabitable as Her core would stay too hot to
start with.
Some food for thought: If Earth was cruising around the Sun at 66600 miles per hour as the present
definition of heliocentrism states, it would have the characteristics of a comet rather as that is a
comet’s average speed. Earth would have left the Moon behind only to crash into it, a year later, a
long time ago. Earth cannot go around The Sun in 365.25 days; it is not possible.
NASA claims that it is the Earth’s wobble, wherein the magnetic North pole is rotating around its
original position, that takes 25,920 years to complete and that the pole travels one degree in 72
years. This is simply not true as recently the pole’s shift speed increased radically. Plato also clearly
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disproved NASA’s statement when he said the perfect year/great year is one complete orbit of the
planets and fixed stars; he was speaking about their orbit around The Sun not their wobble. Plato
said in one great year, not one normal year, the Earth will be able to see all the fixed stars around it;
NASA’s proposition that Earth’s wobble is the Great Year is disprovable in itself as Earth’s wobble
would not allow Earth to see all the fixed stars around but only the side that is shaded from the Sun.
In truth, Earth’s Great Year or Platonic orbit moves Her forward in a clock-wise or easterly direction
with the Sun at noon. This is provable by measuring the stellar shift of one degree every 72 years,
which is difficult to measure in one lifetime for various reasons, but it clearly points to the existence
of the Great Year: 72 years x 360 degrees equals 25,920 years. In the Southern hemisphere the
Southern cross is always visible in the night sky. Orion’s belt, not part of our solar system, is always
in our sky but not visible all year round, proving that Earth is almost static in Her orbit. If Earth
went around the Sun once a year We would not be able to see Orion’s Belt for instance because the
Sun would be in the way which means that there is a different perception/illusion at play. It’s a bit
like when a boat is in a strong current one way and the wind blowing strong enough in the opposite
direction; the boat will stay in one place if the two are matching velocity, the current representing
Aether.
A planet’s flux field rotates in the opposite direction to the rotation of its mass; water vortex is
proof. In Earth’s case, being as ferrous as She is, the Aether advances Earth very slowly like a
mechanical cog. NASA acknowledges a Great Year, but they disregard its ancient knowledge which
bears imminent warning to humanity. NASA is not saying a word because, in the words of a NASA
insider, “they lie to humanity about everything”. A Great Year is a period of 25,920 modern years
that it takes Earth to go through one complete cycle of the equinoxes; in carbon years it is about
20,600.
Earth’s Great yearly orbit is dictated by The Sun and is divided into two equal parts known to you
as South and North. The Sun’s magnetic field is always oriented to the opposite of Earth’s magnetic
field. Earth spends 12,960 present-day years in each side of Sun’s magnetic “hemisphere”. I say
present day because Earth is running in two separate time scales; one being the current calendar
based on 365.25 days a year and the other being original carbon time which is 20,6% less. The
original time base of Earth is 290 days per year; you can find proof of this figure in ancient history.
During this time, Earth slowly advances towards one of these two pivotal points with Her
Equatorial plane at an approach angle of 8 degrees to The Sun’s Equatorial plane, where She
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eventually crosses into the opposite magnetic hemisphere of The Sun. These points are where
Earth’s Platonic/Perfect orbit crosses the Equatorial plane of The Sun.
Here is what heliocentrism looks like at this stage :

Copyright © 2014 by André M. Slade. Library of Congress Control Number: 2014917618

Past records of the Great Year and the necessity of The Bible for astronomy
The Bible originates in Sumerian civilisation and is in fact among others, a great astronomical and
historical book; appropriately the astronomy, astrology, mathematics, and so on and so on all
originate with Sumerians; they knew about heliocentrism long before the Renaissance; their
commonly depicted heliocentric model is perfect evidence for this. The ancient scriptures in general
have much more to offer to scientific community than it is in fact accepted by the science.
There is an incident described in Genesis and Revelation in The Bible where a star fell on the Earth
and there was a great flood. In “Christianity” it is believed that Earth is only 6000 years old. The
Kolbrin Bible, Chapter 6, The Dark Days describes the immediate aftermath of this event in some
details from a different perspective to Noah. This is the story of Noah which took place about 6500
years ago. It was not a total flood of Earth however. Kolbrin’s Chapter 4, The Destroyer – part 2,
from the Great Scroll and Chapter 5, The Destroyer – part 3, from the Scroll of Adepha, describe
two separate events. Chapter 5 describes the event of Noah’s flood when a comet hit Earth in north
of Africa. Google Earth will confirm this but so will all archaeology and specifically New Grange.
The angle of impact of the comet increased Earth’s rotational speed by 20.6% to 365.25 days per
year. This is not the beginning of The Bible though; “In The Beginning” refers to a much earlier
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time period. A simple calculation of the genealogy presented before Noah, confirms that there is a
significant lapse of time between the creation of Adam and Noah’s flood.
This comet’s impact brought about all the confusion as it changed Earth’s orbit radically. The comet
pushed Earth out of Her Great Yearly orbit by 2,5 million km, resulting in a spiral orbit around the
original. This added a second set of equinoxes to the picture, which was first documented with New
Grange. It is this orbit that confuses astronomers and scientists because equinoxes mean it is in a
perfect orbit. It is this perfect orbit that is causing extended “climate change” the way it is
happening. Humanity’s disregard of YHWH, Their Creator makes them blind to seeing this as well
as the fact that Adam was created after humanity was already in existence. I am referring to Genesis
1 day 6 creation vs. the creation of Adam and Eve in Genesis 2 which took place roughly 10,000
years ago. Adam was the first of royal blue-eyed bloodline, which The Bible documented and
tracked; research done by a team of the Copenhagen University validates the fact that blue eyes
have one common ancestor dating to this period.
Present and Future effects of Earth’s Great Year and importance of the Mayan Calendar
So now that you know why you are in two time scales it is time to tell you the real problem Earth
faces wrt crossing the Equatorial plane. What happens in a cycle will repeat in a cycle; this is what
prophecy about End Times is all about. There is enough archaeological evidence, like the suddenly
frozen Mammoths, pointing to this cycle as well. Were Earth steady in Her Platonic orbit, She
would simply go through slowly and was due to start crossing in 2012, as the Mayan Calendar
suggested. The Mayan calender however pre-dates the comet so the information had changed. This
transition catches humanity off guard as it normally happens fairly quickly, destroying civilisation,
stunning Earth’s evolution.
The comet strike also pushed Earth back in time by three years and added a wobble. The first time
Earth touched the Equatorial plane was in Dec 2015, which caused a huge CO2 spike and a big stir
among the scientists. The year 2015 is well known by the science to be the Extreme weather year;
this year for the first time “ever” there occurred a change in the pattern of stratospheric winds
known as quasi-biennial oscillation1, 2

Below is the graph that depicts the constant carbon increase as measured by NOAA:
1 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/160902142132.htm
2http://www.climatechangenews.com/2015/12/23/2015-the-year-in-extreme-weather/
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Earth is like the armature of an alternator, right now spinning in two fields as opposed to a single
field where She normally is; this means She is generating giga Watts of electrical force heating up
the nucleus. Volcanoes, earthquakes and let’s not forget CO2 have to be the results! The fact that the
icecaps are melting is enough proof that what I am saying is correct as they are where the flux is
most concentrated. The higher temperatures on the poles where there is normally cold is causing
havoc with Earth’s weather patterns as She spirals, annually, deeper in and out of the opposite field.
The oceans’ levels are rising for two reasons: water expands as it heats up and melting polar ice is
adding its bit.
Notice that the red dots on the NOAA graph are making a sine wave which adequately demonstrates
that Earth is in a spiral. The steady increase in carbon is as Earth’s core is heating and cooling as
She goes in and out of the opposite field. The most heating happens during European winter when
Earth is highest in the spiral orbit, but there is a lag before it is measurable or becomes noticeable.
You can also see the increase of carbon at the beginning of 2016 meaning that Earth had entered
into the opposite flux field for the first time in December 2015. Every year it submerges deeper;
where is it now? Consider this: one erupting volcano emits more CO2 than cars have since they
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were invented. The human impact on CO2 levels is negligible compared to what volcanoes and the
flux field are doing.
The problem humanity faces is that once Earth’s equator lines up with the Equatorial plane of The
Sun it may do one of two things; it could either 1) be catapulted because the fields will match and
repel once She flips or 2) due to the spiral’s velocity She could go in and out for a couple of years
flipping polarity and shifting axis every time. Either way, it is going to be total destruction. As if
that is not enough; when Earth goes through, She will become a huge magnet for a brief moment in
time. This will attract space objects, both artificial and natural to Her surface like hail. There will
also come a time when the Sun crosses the galactic ecliptic and also flip polarity and so on….
Sincerely,
Enki
For more related information visit: www.wheretofromhere.org

Source: Slade, Andre M. The New Qingdom, “The Cause of Climate Change”, 21st May
2019. https://wheretofromhere.org/climate-change/
Error: Reference source not found
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ANNEXURE 48.

400,000-year-old teeth reveal prehistoric pollution
Tel Aviv University team provides unprecedented glimpse into eating and cooking
habits of paleolithic man
By Judah Ari Gross 18 June 2015, 1:03 pm 5

The teeth found at Qesem Cave outside of Tel Aviv (Courtesy: Prof. Israel Hershkovitz/Tel Aviv University)

A 400,000-year-old set of teeth, discovered in a cave outside of Tel Aviv, has revealed new
information about the daily life of prehistoric man, Israeli scientists announced Wednesday.
A team of researchers from Tel Aviv University, along with colleagues from Spain, the United
Kingdom and Australia, found minute traces of food, pollutants and possibly the remains of
rudimentary dental hygiene tools in the teeth’s plaque, giving them a rare glimpse into the lifestyle
of early humans, the university said in a press release.
The teeth were discovered in Qesem Cave outside of Tel Aviv, where they had lain undisturbed for
hundreds of thousands of years until the team unearthed them in 2011.
Get The Times of Israel's Daily Edition by email and never miss our top stories Free Sign Up
“Human teeth of this age have never been studied before for dental calculus, and we had very low
expectations because of the age of the plaque,” said Prof. Avi Gopher of Tel Aviv University, using
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the technical term, calculus, for what is more commonly known as tartar or plaque. “However, our
international collaborators, using a combination of methods, found many materials entrapped within
the calculus. Because the cave was sealed for 200,000 years, everything, including the teeth and its
calculus, were preserved exceedingly well.”
The researchers found small amounts of food in the teeth from the Lower Paleolithic period, which
the scientists said were indicative of a plant-based diet.
“We know that the cave dwellers ate animals, and exploited them entirely,” said Prof. Barkai of Tel
Aviv University’s archaeology department. “Now we have direct evidence of a tiny piece of the
plant-based part of their diet also, in addition to the animal meat and fat they consumed.”
The team also found inedible fibers that may have been used by prehistoric man to clean his teeth
— a sort of proto-toothbrush.
“Our findings are rare — there is no other similar discovery from this time period,” Barkai said.
The pollutants, including respiratory irritants like charcoal discovered in the teeth’s calculus, are
also the first instance of byproducts from humans’ use of fire that has been documented.
“This is one of the first, if not the first, cases of man-made pollution on the planet,” Barkai said.
“The charcoal and starch findings give us a more comprehensive idea of how these people lived
their lives — and this broader view came directly from their teeth.
“This is the first evidence that the world’s first indoor BBQs had health-related consequences. The
people who lived in Qesem not only enjoyed the benefits of fire — roasting their meat indoors —
but they also had to find a way of controlling the fire — of living with it,” he said.
“Progress has a price,” he added. “And we find possibly the first evidence of this at Qesem Cave
400,000 years ago.”

Source: Gross, Judah Ari. The Times Of Israel, “400,000-year-old teeth reveal prehistoric
pollution”, 18th June 2015. https://www.timesofisrael.com/400000-year-old-teeth-revealpaleolithic-pollution/
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ANNEXURE 49.

Blue Eyes Originated 10,000 Years Ago in the Black Sea Region
By Occupy Corporatism on 21/4/2012 in Science

A team of researchers from Copenhagen University have located a single mutation that causes
the mysterious phenomenon of blue eyes. And all blue-eyed people are genetically related to a
person who lived in the Black Sea region sometime between 6 – 10,000 years ago.
The research was published in the Journal of Human Genetics. A mutation in a gene called OCA2
came into being nearly 8,000 years ago. It can be definitively traced back to an ancestor from the
Black Sea.
Dr. Hans Eiberg claims that before this time, every human being had brown eyes. “A genetic
mutation affecting the OCA2 gene in our chromosomes resulted in the creation of a ‘switch,’ which
literally ‘turned off’ the ability to produce brown eyes,” Eiberg said.
When blue-eyed peoples from Jordan, Denmark, and Turkey were examined, their genetic
difference was traced back to the maternal lineage according to Eiberg’s team.
The brown melanin pigment is still dominant. However, following the last Ice Age, Europeans
developed this rare mutation that differentiated them from the rest of the human race.
Ninety-five percent of Europeans in Scandinavian countries have blue eyes. They are also found to
have a greater range of hair and skin color.
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Comparatively, Europe has a wider variety of hair color and skin pigment than is found in any other
continent in the world. These mutations are recent as Europe was colonized only a few thousand
years ago, say mainstream scientists.
Through interbreeding, the brunette with blue eyes was evidenced about 25,000 years ago.
Researchers attribute this to ancient interbreeding with Neanderthals.
Although no Neanderthal DNA has been found in modern Homo Sapien-Sapien, mainstream
science clings to this theory as fact because they haven’t come up with anything better.
“The question really is, ‘Why did we go from having nobody on Earth with blue eyes 10,000
years ago to having 20 or 40 percent of Europeans having blue eyes now?” John Hawks of the
University of Wisconsin-Madison said. “This gene does something good for people. It makes them
have more kids.”

Source: Occupy Corporatism, “Blue Eyes Originated 10,000 Years Ago in the Black Sea
Region”, 21st April 2012. https://www.occupycorporatism.com/2012/04/21/blue-eyes-originated10000-years-ago-in-the-black-sea-region/
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ANNEXURE 50.

Ancient stone carvings confirm how comet struck Earth in
10,950BC, sparking the rise of civilisations

The Vulture Stone from Gobekli Tepe (left) which recorded a devastating comet strike (right) Credit: Alistair Coombs

By Sarah Knapton, Science Editor, 21/4/2017, 11:25am
Ancient stone carvings confirm that a comet struck the Earth around 11,000BC, a devastating
event which wiped out woolly mammoths and sparked the rise of civilisations.
Experts at the University of Edinburgh analysed mysterious symbols carved onto stone pillars at
Gobekli Tepe in southern Turkey, to find out if they could be linked to constellations.
The markings suggest that a swarm of comet fragments hit Earth at the exact same time that a miniice age struck, changing the entire course of human history.
Scientists have speculated for decades that a comet could be behind the sudden fall in temperature
during a period known as the Younger Dryas. But recently the theory appeared to have been
debunked by new dating of meteor craters in North America where the comet is thought to have
struck.
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However, when engineers studied animal carvings made on a pillar – known as the vulture stone –
at Gobekli Tepe they discovered that the creatures were actually astronomical symbols which
represented constellations and the comet.
The idea had been originally put forward by author Graham Hancock in his book Magicians of the
Gods.

The Vulture Stone, at Gobekli Tepe Credit: Alistair Coombs
Using a computer programme to show where the constellations would have appeared above Turkey
thousands of years ago, they were able to pinpoint the comet strike to 10,950BC, the exact time the
Younger Dryas begins according to ice core data from Greenland.
The Younger Dryas is viewed as a crucial period for humanity, as it roughly coincides with the
emergence of agriculture and the first Neolithic civilisations.
Before the strike, vast areas of wild wheat and barley had allowed nomadic hunters in the Middle
East to establish permanent base camps. But the difficult climate conditions following the impact
forced communities to come together and work out new ways of maintaining the crops, through
watering and selective breeding. Thus farming began, allowing the rise of the first towns.
Edinburgh researchers said the carvings appear to have remained important to the people of Gobekli
Tepe for millennia, suggesting that the event and cold climate that followed likely had a very
serious impact.

Position of the sun and stars on the summer solstice of 10,950BC Credit: Martin Sweatman and
Stellarium

Dr Martin Sweatman, of the University of Edinburgh’s School of Engineering, who led the
research, said: "I think this research, along with the recent finding of a widespread platinum
anomaly across the North American continent virtually seal the case in favour of (a Younger Dryas
comet impact).
"Our work serves to reinforce that physical evidence. What is happening here is the process of
paradigm change.
"It appears Göbekli Tepe was, among other things, an observatory for monitoring the night sky.
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“One of its pillars seems to have served as a memorial to this devastating event – probably the worst
day in history since the end of the ice age.”
Gobekli Tepe, is thought to be the world's oldest temple site, which dates from around 9,000BC,
predating Stonehenge by around 6,000 years.
Researchers believe the images were intended as a record of the cataclysmic event, and that a
further carving showing a headless man may indicate human disaster and extensive loss of
life.
Symbolism on the pillars also indicates that the long-term changes in Earth’s rotational axis was
recorded at this time using an early form of writing, and that Gobekli Tepe was an observatory for
meteors and comets.
The finding also supports a theory that Earth is likely to experience periods when comet
strikes are more likely, owing to the planet’s orbit intersecting orbiting rings of comet
fragments in space.
But despite the ancient age of the pillars, Dr Sweatman does not believe it is the earliest example of
astronomy in the archaeological record.
"Many paleolithic cave paintings and artefacts with similar animal symbols and other repeated
symbols suggest astronomy could be very ancient indeed," he said.
"If you consider that, according to astronomers, this giant comet probably arrived in the inner solar
system some 20 to 30 thousand years ago, and it would have been a very visible and dominant
feature of the night sky, it is hard to see how ancient people could have ignored this given the likely
consequences."
The research is published in Mediterranean Archaeology and Archaeometry.
Souce: Sarah Knapton, The Telegraph, “Ancient stone carvings confirm how comet struck
Earth in 10,950BC, sparking the rise of civilisations”, 21 st April 2017 @ 11:25am.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2017/04/21/ancient-stone-carvings-confirm-cometstruck-earth-10950bc-wiping/
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ANNEXURE 51.

Comet May Have Collided With Earth 13,000 Years Ago
By Clara Moskowitz. March 06, 2012, Science & Astronomy

Central Mexico’s Lake Cuitzeo contains melted rock formations and nanodiamonds
that suggest a comet impacted Earth around 12,900 years ago, scientists say.
(Image: © Israde et al. (2012))

New evidence supports the idea that a huge space rock collided with our planet about
13,000 years ago and broke up in Earth's atmosphere, a new study suggests.
This impact would have been powerful enough to melt the ground, and could have killed
off many large mammals and humans. It may even have set off a period of unusual cold
called the Younger Dryas that began at that time, researchers say.
The idea that Earth experienced an asteroid or comet impact at the start of the Younger
Dryas has been controversial, in part because there is no smoking-gun impact crater left
behind as with other known events in our planet's past. But researchers say it's common
for space rocks to disintegrate in the heat of a planet's atmosphere before they can reach
the ground.
The scientists first reported their suspicions about the event in 2007. Now, they say, a new
site in Central Mexico's Lake Cuitzeo displays telltale signs of an impact, including melted
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rock formations called spherules and microscopic diamonds that could only have formed
under extreme temperatures.
The researchers, led by Isabel Israde-Alcántara of Mexico's Universidad Michoacana de
San Nicólas de Hidalgo, published their findings online March 5 in the journal Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences.

This scanning electron microscope image shows a magnetic
impact spherule likely to have been created by an asteroid
or comet impact 12,900 years ago, researchers say.
(Image credit: Israde et al. (2012))

Buried evidence
"If you don't have a crater, you're a little bit lost," said space scientist Ted Bunch of
Northern Arizona University, a member of the research team. "Here what we have is
something similar to an aerial bomb blast. With these aerial bursts, with time all the
evidence is wiped away unless it's buried." [Best Close Encounters of the Comet Kind]
In addition to the Mexican site, the scientists have found signs of an impact in Canada, the
United States, Russia, Syria and various sites in Europe. And all of these bits of evidence
were found buried in a thin layer of rock that dates to precisely 12,900 years ago.
"If you have an event like this in a 1- or 2-inch layer that dates to exactly the same age
over a very large area, and you have high-temperature materials and nanodiamonds in
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there, the evidence pretty well points to an event that as pretty disastrous," Bunch told
SPACE.com.
This wouldn't have been the only aerial impact event ever to hit Earth. Scientists think a
space rock exploded over Siberia in 1908, flattening 500,000 acres (2,000 square
kilometers) of forest in what's known as the Tunguska event.

Heat flash
If a comet, which would have been traveling at about 30 miles per second, impacted
Earth's atmosphere, it would have created a flash of extreme heat reaching about 3,000 to
4,000 degrees Fahrenheit (1,600 to 2,200 degrees Celsius).
In addition to melting the ground, such temperatures would have proven cataclysmic to
many kinds of life.
At the same time that the impact may have taken place — 12,900 years ago — Earth was
beginning a mini ice age. It is known that many large animals, such as the mammoth and
the saber-toothed cat, did not survive this age. There's even evidence of a population
decline in humans living in North America at the time, called the Clovis culture.
The researchers aren't claiming that the comet impact caused the climate changes at the
time, but Bunch said such an event would have had a significant effect on Earth's climate.
"We're not going to come out and say it did do it, but it's more than a coincidence that the
timing happened exactly the time that a lot of climatic conditions occurred and you had the
loss of various species," Bunch said.
Still, the researchers predict some skeptics will remain unconvinced that Earth was hit by
space rock during the Younger Dryas.
"There's always going to be theoretical and statistical people who would never believe it
even if they were there," Bunch said."I think what we're trying to do is open up a vista there
for people to examine the data themselves and make their own conclusions."

Source: Moskowitz, Clara. SPACE, “Younger Dryers Impact Hypothesis”, 6th March 2012.
https://www.space.com/14793-comet-earth-impact-younger-dryas.html
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ANNEXURE 52.

CHAPTER 3. THE DESTROYER
Men forget the days of the Destroyer. Only the wise know where it went and that it will
return in its appointed hour. It raged across the Heavens in the days of wrath, and this
was its likeness: It was as a billowing cloud of smoke enwrapped in a ruddy glow, not
distinguishable in joint or limb. Its mouth was an abyss from which came flame, smoke and
hot cinders.
When ages pass, certain laws operate upon the stars in the Heavens. Their ways
change, there is movement and restlessness, they are no longer constant and a great light
appears redly in the skies.
When blood drops upon the Earth, the Destroyer will appear and mountains will open up
and belch forth fire and ashes. Trees will be destroyed and all living things engulfed.
Waters will be swallowed up by the land and seas will boil. The Heavens will burn brightly
and redly, there will be a copper hue over the face of the land, followed by a day of
darkness. A new moon will appear and break up and fall.
The people will scatter in madness. They will hear the trumpet and battle cry of the
Destroyer and will seek refuge in the den in the Earth. Terror will eat away their hearts and
their courage will flow from them like water from a broken pitcher. They will be eaten up in
the flames of wrath and consumed by the breath of the Destroyer. Thus in the Days of
Heavenly Wrath, which have gone, and thus it will be in the Days of Doom when it comes
again. The times of its coming and going are known unto the wise. These are the signs
and times which shall precede the Destroyer’s return: A hundred and ten generations
shall pass into the West and nations will rise and fall. Men will fly in the air as birds and
swim in the seas as fishes. Men will talk peace one with another, hypocrisy and deceit
shall have their day. Women will be as men and men as women, passion will be a
plaything of man. A nation of soothsayers shall rise and fall and their tongue shall be the
speech learned. A nation of law givers shall rule the Earth and pass away into
nothingness.
One worship will pass into the four quarters of the Earth, talking peace and bringing war.
A nation of the seas will be greater than any other, but will be as an apple rotten at
the core and will not endure. A nation of traders will destroy men with wonders and it
shall have its day. Then shall the high strive with the low, the North with the South, the
East with the West, and the light with the darkness. Men shall be divided by their races
and the children will be born as strangers among them. Brother shall strive with
brother and husband with wife. Fathers will no longer instruct their sons and their sons will
be wayward. Women will become the common property of men and will no longer be
held in regard and respect.
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Then men will be ill at ease in their hearts, they will seek they know not what, and
uncertainty and doubt will trouble them. They will possess great riches but be poor in spirit.
Then will the Heavens tremble and the Earth move, men will quake in fear and while
terror walks with them the Heralds of Doom will appear. They will come softly, as thieves to
the tombs, men will no know them for what they are, men will be deceived, the hour of the
Destroyer is at hand. In those days men will have the Great Book before them,
wisdom will be revealed, the few will be gathered for the stand, it is the hour of trial. The
dauntless ones will survive, the stout-hearted will not go down to destruction.
Great God of All Ages, alike to all, who sets the trials of man, be merciful to
our children in the Days of Doom. Man must suffer to be great, but hasten not his
progress unduly. In the greatwinnowing, be not too harsh on the lesser ones among men.
Even the son of a thief has become Your scribe.
Source: The Kolbrin, New Zealand: The Hope Trust, 1994, Section: The Book Of Manuscripts:
Chapter 3: The Destroyer, part 1 (The Great Scroll),
https://www.globalgreyebooks.com/content/books/ebooks/kolbrin.pdf
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ANNEXURE 53.

Posted on September 11, 2012 by itccs
by Kevin D. Annett
(Banishment Proclamation is posted below)
That old trouble maker and community organizer, Saul Alinsky, once said that no public
action was worth doing if the people doing it didn’t have fun. More to the point, he
elaborated that sustained mockery of the powerful, like by occupying their sacred turf, was
something they had no defense against.
The horrified reaction of Catholic Bishops everywhere to our occupation of their churches
during Sunday services seems to bear out Saul. So it’s delightful to know that we few in
the vanguard of a growing army of justice for children have a way to really grab the clerics
where it hurts.
This article is an accompanying piece to our just-issued Proclamation of Banishment
against the Roman Catholic Church. It’s a sort of “how to” manual with practical hints of
ways to sustain our campaign to expose and open up these churches long past the day
when the Banishment is pronounced.
The Fly in the Elephant’s Ear
First, a word on our general strategic situation: our forces are like a fly in an elephant’s ear
– tiny, but lethal in the right moment and place. That’s because we have the truth, solid
evidence, and a potential army of witnesses on our side. Our strongest weapon is to
always stand loudly and clearly on that evidence, and to keep shoving it in the face of the
church and the public, in ways they don’t expect.
The Catholic Church Inc. is the oldest corporation in history, and therefore the most
vulnerable and the least flexible. We are the opposite: we have nothing to lose, are
adaptable, and completely unpredictable. That’s how guerrilla movements historically
operate, and win against seemingly unbeatable tyrants.
The best example I like about what our little guerrilla groups can do is how a dozen or so
of us in Canada forced the Indian residential schools genocide into the political and media
mainstream in the spring of 2007 simply by occupying churches in Vancouver and Toronto
during their Sunday services. And years before that, in the fall of 1995, by picketing the
United Church head office in Vancouver I forced its top officers to prematurely issue a
public statement denying that children were killed in their Indian schools – even before I
had accused them of causing such deaths!
In short, a big enemy, properly goaded, will cause its own undoing, since it knows it’s guilty
and is operated by lawyers and bureaucrats whose bottom line is a purely financial one:
that is, calculating everything on the basis of what they stand to lose.
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Practical Steps: Be Creative and Have a Ball!
What we’re starting around the world is an enormous reclamation movement: we are
telling the Catholic Church to get off our land or conform to the will of the people. We are
taking over churches and making them open, public space. And from the reaction so far,
including from over three hundred ecstatic volunteers in seven countries, we have struck a
chord in the public imagination.
Our own worst enemy now is our own fear and lack of imagination.
First, about fear: it’s what religion relies on, especially Catholicism. Most of us have been
conditioned to fear churches and clergy, and assume that those cloistered altars and pews
are somehow sacred and untouchable realms. We’re even told by some statutes that to
“disrupt” a church service is an offense under the law.
In practice, that’s a statute that cops will never enforce, because they know it’s bullshit.
After all, what is “disruption”? Somebody challenging a priest or questioning his
interpretation of scripture? Maybe an old granny should be jailed for coughing during a
priestly homily?
In our case, our occupation of churches during the service has always been done
respectfully and non-violently. It’s always the priests who resort to violence in that situation.
For instance, I was personally grabbed and put into an arm lock by an enraged cleric at
Holy Rosary cathedral in Vancouver once when I stood peacefully with fifty others bearing
a banner “All the Children Need a Proper Burial”. The priest’s absurdity was obvious to
everyone in the pews that day, and in fact, a few minutes later, the whole congregation
stood reverentially as we walked past with the banner.
Of course, what we’re planning this week and beyond is more permanent than a one-time
occupation. We will be actively dis-establishing the Catholic Church, and taking over their
premises. And for that, we need serious and wider community support.
We will be creating that support by breaking the ice and naming what is, and doing
something. Most people hang back and are secretly inspired and thrilled by the doers, no
matter how risky is the doing. What gets them on board is when they see that the doing is
happening more than once. So above all, we need to sustain our effort.
But here are two very simple things that will guarantee community involvement, and even
media interest: music, and humor.
Some folks in Vancouver are planning a Public Frock Off in local catholic churches, where
known child rapists and other crooks among the clergy will be named and escorted from
the premises. They’re asking everybody to show up and witness the Frock Off, and to
please bring drums, instruments and banners for the event.
A local singer-friend of mine in Vancouver plans to sing from the pulpit a diddy he
composed called “I Saw Jesus Today”, which reminds people how you won’t find Christ in
a church but out among the suffering.
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In the coming days, an aboriginal women’s group in Canada plans to occupy and open up
their local catholic church as a free daycare and safe house for threatened people:
wonderfully appropriate, when you think of it, considering the role of the same church in
creating generations of tortured native women and men. I love the image of a hundred
dark skinned kids running around a fancy catholic sanctuary!
The sky’s the limit in these actions. Some survivors’ groups in Europe plan to open up
catholic churches as the site of Street Corner Tribunals, where victims can name the
crimes and the criminals. And in Canada and the USA, our people will often rely on simple
“infiltration” of Sunday services, sitting among the parishioners and speaking with them, or
mounting the pulpit to address the congregation.
Pulpit seizures are a fine and honorable tradition, after all. The early Quakers and Ranters
in England did it nicely, inciting church goers to seek God in the world and their neighbors,
and not in “idolatrous temples”.
And speaking of temples and their cleansing, Jesus himself – on the one occasion he was
ever in a church – used a tactic that we’d recommend as well. Need we say more?
What to Do if …
Okay, so your cheerful hordes have entered a church and camped out, read the
Banishment, and been told by the grumpy ushers to leave. You don’t, so they call the cops.
Now what?
Well, going into a church isn’t a crime. It’s your public right, especially since those of you
who pay taxes are actually funding the place, and that makes it public space. And that’s
the first thing you tell the boys in blue when they arrive: sorry officers, but this is a religious
gathering in public, and we’re all worshiping what really matters.
The cops and anybody, in fact, can get in trouble under the law if they disturb a religious
gathering. We’ve found that at this point, the gendarmes either leave or stand around
looking helpless: in which case, go ahead and start educating them about the crimes of the
church they’ve shown up to protect.
And that’s a key point: the police are sworn to be public servants and not the private
security force for institutionalized child rapists. So tell them that, and tell them you’re
deputizing them to be public peace officers who’ll protect your right to gather peacefully
inside and outside the church.
We did that in Vancouver churches on three occasions. Each time, the cops left.
But life is unpredictable, and what if the police or some catholic thugs try using force to
evict you? Unlikely. The church’s chief concerns are their public image, their property and
their revenue. Violence in the church threatens all three of those. So stand pat on your
rights, your peaceful occupation, and the truth that the church killed and still harms
children, and you will retain the moral and practical high ground.
In the Long Run
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Displacing and replacing the church is our long term aim. These Banishments and
Occupations are merely our opening salvos. On those occasions where native groups in
Canada have ordered the catholic church off their land, the church has complied, since it
knows it was squatting there illegally all along.
In the long run, we will be relying on such evictions like the ones ordered by hereditary
elder Kiapilano of the Squamish nation, who in March 2008 issued eviction notices to all of
the churches that killed his relatives in residential schools: the Church of England, the
Catholic, and the United Church.
For now, our Ten Measures statement (May 4 posting, www.itccs.org) is what needs to be
broadcasted to catholics everywhere during our occupations: that is, the catholic folks can
stay, as long as they agree to these ten steps. This will help force church goers to choose,
and will help launch a new sort of Reformation, if history tells us anything.
For now, be bold, imaginative, and film everything that you do, and post it on youtube.
Send us the links. We will be spreading news and updates to you all.
Remember: what you do today will save the life and the sanity of a child tomorrow – and
may even resurrect the memory and hopes of the little ones murdered by Imperial
Christianity.
Carry it on! The world is watching!

PUBLIC PROCLAMATION OF BANISHMENT
issued against the Roman Catholic Church, Inc.
on the sixteenth day of September, 2012
and read to Roman Catholic Church officials
and congregations around the world

Whenever any power becomes a destructive and uncontrollable force in our communities
and endangers the lives and well being of our children, it is the inherent, lawful and
customary right of the People to expel that power from their midst, especially when
constituted authority refuses to do so.
The Roman Catholic Church as a whole has become such a destructive force, causing
centuries of suffering, plundering, genocide, warfare and death, maintaining a regime of
institutionalized terror against children, protecting child rapists and murderers in its ranks,
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and holding itself unaccountable for its crimes. This criminal regime compels its own clergy
to obstruct justice by protecting child rapists among them, from a law promulgated by the
Pope himself and by the Vatican.
Since it is we the People who have through our taxes and tax exemption laws allowed
such a church to operate among us and even profit off its exploitation and torture of our
children, we the People have the legitimate right and duty to annul such tax exemptions
and legal privileges now enjoyed by the Roman Catholic Church.
By the same measure, since the Roman Catholic Church is a publicly funded institution,
we the People have the right to freely enter any such Church to ensure that children are
not being harmed, that evidence of wrongdoing is not being concealed, and that child
abusers are not operating under church protection. And ultimately, we the People have the
right to prevent the same Church from operating in our community by banishing it outright
when it proves resistant to change.
Therefore, firm in this knowledge and our right, as well as our sacred duty to defend
all children, we the People make the following Public Proclamation:
The Roman Catholic Church Incorporated, and all of its dioceses, parishes and
agencies, are henceforth as of this date and forever declared to be banished and
denied the right to operate in our communities.
Individual Roman Catholic congregations are exempt from this Banishment if they agree to
abide by the ten terms set forth below.
The Church as a whole or individual congregations will be allowed the right to
resume operations in our communities only when it agrees to and implements the
following measures:
1. The Pope and College of Cardinals, and all of their Bishops and other authorities, must
annul the Canon Law doctrine known as Crimen Solicitationas and all other rules and
policies that give aid and protection to anyone who harms children.
2. The same Church authorities must immediately defrock and deny any compensation to
any and all of its clergy who have harmed children or who in the future do harm to children,
and to anyone who protects such abusers.
3. The Church must issue full reparations to survivors of harm done by church employees
or clergy, according to the wishes of those survivors.
4. The Church must unconditionally surrender for a proper burial the remains of all those
children and others who died in church facilities.
5. The Church must unconditionally return all land and wealth taken from those
incarcerated in their facilities, and all wealth generated by their exploitation as low paid or
unpaid laborers.
6. The Church must unconditionally surrender all the evidence and the perpetrators of
crimes done by the Church against children, indigenous people and others.
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7. The Church must agree to the public licensing of all of its clergy, Bishops and
employees as accountable and supervised public servants who take a binding, Public
Oath to unconditionally defend the rights and sanctity of all children and expose anyone
who harms children, even if this Oath contradicts Church customs and policies.
8. The Church must agree to withdraw from all tax exemptions, financial concordats, legal
or diplomatic immunity, and all other privileges granted to it by governments.
9. The Church must annul the status of the Vatican as a state and abolish Rome’s
authority over its congregations.
10. The Church must redistribute its wealth and the resources of the Vatican Bank to
church victims and the community, as Christ himself commands.
If the Pope, Cardinals, Bishops and Clergy of the Roman Catholic Church publicly agree to
these Ten Requirements of Humanity and the Law, the Public Banishment of the Church
will be suspended, and it will be allowed to legally and morally operate in our communities.
However, if these authorities refuse to implement these measures, all church
buildings, assets and properties of the Roman Catholic Church Incorporated and its
dioceses and parishes will continue as of this date to be under Public Ownership
and Control, and will be freely occupied and used by the community for its benefit.
Any officials or clergy of the Church found on these Public Premises after this date
will be considered to be illegally trespassing, and may face immediate Citizens’
Arrest.
We call upon all members of the Roman Catholic Church and all of its clergy to stand now
with humanity and justice, and abide by this Proclamation in order to forge a new
consensus and faith that unconditionally upholds the sanctity and well being of all children
and all people.
As of today, under the authority of this Proclamation, all members of our
communities, and especially our homeless and poorest members, are invited and
encouraged to permanently occupy and reclaim Roman Catholic churches
everywhere, which are now and forever proclaimed to be Open, Public Space.
Issued Sunday, September 16, 2012, at 12 noon Greenwich Mean Time.
Filed and Entered as a Sworn Document by Kevin D. Annett – Eagle Strong Voice in the
Docket of the International Human Rights Court of Justice, Brussels
Source: Annett, Kevin. Murder By Decree, “Enforcing the Banishment Proclamation against the
Catholic Church: A Practical Guide to Cleansing your local Temple”, 11th September 2012.
http://murderbydecree.com/enforcing-the-banishment-proclamation-against-the-catholic-church-apractical-guide-to-cleansing-your-local-temple/

Error: Reference source not found
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ANNEXURE 54.

The truth about
Galileo and his
conflict with the
Catholic Church
This year marks the 400th
anniversary of the beginning of the
investigation into the
astronomer.

Fidgit the Time Bandit/Flickr

In his later years Italian astronomer Galileo Galilei insisted on the truth of the
geocentric system, said UCLA professor Henry Kelly.

Jessica Wolf, 22/12/2016
Today virtually every child grows up learning that the earth orbits the sun.
But four centuries ago, the idea of a heliocentric solar system was so controversial that
the Catholic Church classified it as a heresy, and warned the Italian astronomer
Galileo Galilei to abandon it.
Many people believe that Galileo was hounded by the church for almost two decades, that
he openly maintained a belief in heliocentrism, and that he was only spared torture and
death because his powerful friends intervened on his behalf. But an examination of the fine
details of Galileo’s conflict with church leaders doesn’t bear that out, according to English
department distinguished research professor Henry Kelly.
In an article published this month in the journal “Church History,” Kelly clarifies some
popularly held notions around Galileo’s travails with the church.
“We can only guess at what he really believed,” said Kelly, who for his research undertook a
thorough examination of the judicial procedure used by the church in its investigation of
Galileo. “Galileo was clearly stretching the truth when he maintained at his trial in 1633 that
after 1616 he had never considered heliocentrism to be possible. Admitting otherwise would
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have increased the penance he was given, but would not have endangered his life, since he
agreed to renounce the heresy — and in fact it would have spared him even the threat of
torture.”
This year marks the 400th anniversary of the beginning of the Catholic Church’s
investigation into Galileo.
When first summoned by the Roman Inquisition in 1616, Galileo was not questioned
but merely warned not to espouse heliocentrism. Also in 1616, the church banned
Nicholas Copernicus’ book “On the Revolutions of the Celestial Spheres,” published in
1543, which contained the theory that the Earth revolved around the sun. After a few
minor edits, making sure that the sun theory was presented as purely hypothetical, it was
allowed again in 1620 with the blessing of the church.
Sixteen years after his first encounter with the church Galileo published his “Dialogue on
the Two World Systems” in 1632, and the pope, Urban VIII, ordered another investigation
against him. This time he was prosecuted, following the usual methods of the Roman
Inquisition.
First, on April 12, 1633, before any charges were laid against him, Galileo was forced
to testify about himself under oath, in the hopes of obtaining a confession. This had long
been a standard practice in heresy proceedings, even though it was a violation of the
canonical law of inquisitorial due process, Kelly said. However, the interrogation was not
successful. Galileo failed to admit any wrongdoing.
The cardinal inquisitors realized that the case against Galileo would be very weak without
an admission of guilt, so a plea bargain was arranged. He was told that if he admitted to
having gone too far in his treatment of heliocentrism, he would be let off with a light
punishment. Galileo agreed and confessed that he had given stronger arguments to the
heliocentric proponent in his dialogue than to the geocentric champion. But he insisted that
he did not do so because he himself believed in heliocentrism, Kelly said. Rather, he
claimed he was simply showing off his debating skills.
After his formal trial, which took place on May 10 of that year, Galileo was convicted of a
“strong suspicion of heresy,” a lesser charge than actual heresy.
“In sum, the 1616 event was not the beginning of a 17-year-long trial, as is often said, but a
non-trial,” Kelly said. “Galileo’s actual trial lasted for only a fraction of a single day, with
no fanfare at all.”
Kelly also noted that by the practice of the time, Galileo’s guilty plea, which denied actual
belief in the heresy, triggered an automatic examination of his private beliefs under torture,
a new procedure adopted by the church around the turn of the 17th century. Galileo was
never tortured, however. The pope decreed that the interrogation should stop short with the
mere threat of torture. This was a routine kind of limitation for people of advanced age and
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ill health like Galileo, and it should not be attributed to the influence of the scientist’s
supporters.
Ultimately, Galieo’s book was banned, and he was sentenced to a light regimen of
penance and imprisonment at the discretion of church inquisitors. After one day in
prison, his punishment was commuted to “villa arrest” for the rest of his life. He died in
1642.
In his later years Galileo insisted on the truth of the geocentric solar system, Kelly said. The
story that after he formally renounced the motion of the earth at his sentencing he muttered,
“And yet it moves,” is a romantic invention of a later generation.
“If he had ever come out and said he believed in heliocentrism after swearing it off, he
would have been liable to receive an automatic death sentence,” Kelly said.
The church, however, made efforts to ensure their version of Galileo’s scientific beliefs were
prevalent.
“The most unusual aspect of the proceedings was that the sentence was ordered to be
widely publicized in scientific circles,” Kelly said. “The cardinals asserted that Galileo had
always been orthodox in his belief concerning the cosmos and had never believed in or
affirmed the heliocentric heresy.”
Source: Wolf, Jessica. UCLA, “The truth about Galileo and his conflict with the Catholic Church”,
22nd December 2016. http://newsroom.ucla.edu/releases/the-truth-about-galileo-and-his-conflictwith-the-catholic-church
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ANNEXURE 55

This Belgium-Sized Nature Reserve May be Destroyed
to Make Room for Oil Exploration
by: Care2 Team
recipient: Council of Ministers of Niger & China National Petroleum Corporation
128,846 SUPPORTERS

130,000 GOAL

In 2012 the government of Niger created to Termit and Tin Touma National Nature
Reserve. It is now the largest in the entire continent and serves as one of the last
bastions of safety for some of the region's endangered wildlife. Two species in
particular, the critically endangered addax and dama gazelle, are just one
classification from being proclaimed "extinct in the wild" and call the area home.
But now, less than a decade after it's founding Nigerien officials may chop the 38,600
square mile reserve in half and hand it over to the Chinese Oil giant China National
Petroleum Corporation (CNPC). The company has oil rights in a small section of the park
and have pressured to Nigerien government to open even more of the reserve up so they
could further exploit the region.
According to online environmental news outlet Monga Bay the most pressing danger is
isn't the oil development itself but rather the Niger military units which poach endangered
animals while in the park protecting CNPC. More oil development means more CNPC
employees in the area which in turn will require more military units. They in turn will
likely poach even more aggressively, spelling the end for the areas endangered
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species.
Even more worrying is the fact that the area officials hope to claw back from the reserve is
the area in which most of the protected animals live. Any such a move could be
disastrous.
CNCP's deal with the Niger government then, is up there with poaching as our one of the
area's greatest threats.
Conservationists suggest that oil extraction doesn't have to be a death sentence for
wildlife. They point to other projects in which oil companies worked with conservationists to
actually improve biodiversity. What's more, ironically China is spearheading several
biodiversity and environmental initiatives in the coming years. Yet, while championing
the cause on the global state, they are helping to destroy biodiversity in Niger.
Niger is one of the world's poorest nations, and they have the right to earn income for its
citizens by exploiting their natural resources. But there must be a way of doing it without
threatening the existence of another species, especially one that are on the brink.
Please sign the petition and tell CNCP and the Nigerien government to find an
alternative that won't destroy the wildlife inside the Termit and Tin Toumma National
Nature Reserve.

Source: Care2Petitions, “This Belgium-Sized Nature Reserve May be Destroyed to Make Room
for Oil Exploration”. https://www.thepetitionsite.com/621/108/336/this-belgium-sized-naturereserve-may-be-destroyed-to-make-room-for-oil-exploration/
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IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

CC Case No:___________________
In the matter between:
ANDRE MARTIN SLADE

FIRST APPLICANT

KATARINA KRIZANIOVA

SECOND APPLICANT

and
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA PTY (Ltd)

FIRST RESPONDENT

Including and or “All” Agents, Administrative Judges, All” Assigns, “All” Chief
Clerks, “All” Clerks, “All” Officers, “All” Registrars, “All” Masters, “All” Sheriffs
and “All” acting Agents of the REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA PTY (Ltd);

SA JEWISH BOARD OF DEPUTIES
ISIMANGALISO WETLAND PARK/UNESCO
SA HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION

SECOND RESPONDENT
THIRD RESPONDENT
FOURTH RESPONDENT

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

FIFTH RESPONDENT

SA COUNCIL OF CHURCHES

SIXTH RESPONDENT

TIMES MEDIA GROUP

SEVENTH RESPONDENT
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_____________________________________________________________________________

CONFIRMATORY AFFIDAVIT
______________________________________________________________________________

Be pleased to take judicial cognizance that this Good Faith Public Notice
is for all Jurisdictions and that this declaration of rights and all related
communication is Executed Outside the Republic for Use Within the Republic
in accordance with rule 63 of the HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA rules.

Notice to agent is notice to principal, notice to principal is notice to
agent.

I, IMMAYAH, on behalf of the undersigned,

KATARINA KRIZANIOVA

Do hereby state under Oath as follows:
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1.
I am acting agent on behalf of the Trust of KATARINA KRIZANIOVA. I am a
30-year-old Hebrew woman named Katarina from families Krizani and
Popunda, a member of the Royal Tribe of Judah. I reside at Enki & Inanna,
Sodwana Bay Main Road, Emoyeni, Mbazwana, Kwa-Zulu Natal. Postal
address: P. O. Box 1596, Mbazwana, 3974. Cell: 0765654415
E-mail: inanna1111@unseen.is & authors@wtfh.org
2.
The facts stated herein are within My personal knowledge and are both true
and correct unless otherwise indicated. Henceforth, I refer to My Groom
Andre M. Slade (First Applicant) and Myself as We/Our/Us. I am competent to
depose to this affidavit.
3.
First and foremost, I am a Woman of Honour. I am also, amongst other
things, an internationally certified Genius of Logic NO. 33, an independent
researcher, investigative journalist and detective by heart, a translator, an
extraordinary artist with passion for painting, drawing, graphic design,
photography, poetry and writing. Furthermore, I am a traveller and explorer,
philosopher, Biblical scholar, mathematician and an eternal learner with a
great passion for deep psychology. My work is centred around the Creator
God YHWH, Divine Law and humanity.
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4.
I have been thirsty for knowledge in searching for wisdom and truth My entire
life; I was professors’ favourite student at school because of My true love of
learning and My high intellect and appreciation of their work. I have been
awarded the Best Student Award for many years until it was decided that they
need to award somebody else for a change. Despite all that I was taught at
school, the world did not make sense to Me with all its chaos, disorder,
unhappiness and suffering. As a Genius of Logic I have a special ability to
distinguish truth from lies because I have a gift of correct reasoning; this
enabled Me to discover that I was taught and forced to believe so many lies. I
intuitively started gathering wisdom by researching into many different areas
of life which I felt I needed to understand, like psychology, history, health,
language, mythology, Moon cycle, healing, nutrition, herbalism, world
religions etc.... I realised that I can actually think for Myself and that
God/Infinite Intelligence is guiding Me and supporting Me in My search for
wisdom and truth, and that I can only trust in God at the end.
5.
I grew up in the beautiful country of Slovakia, a former communist country,
where people were not allowed to think for themselves and to make
their own decisions, but where everyone was subject to communist control.
I have seen many documentaries and heard many stories about how terrible
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it was during communism, and I saw that My fellow countrymen lacked
confidence and had a strong sense of being the victim as result of this satanic
rule. I am also a witnesses to the injustice and pain caused to My family,
which was taken to the concentration camps and of which some members
were murdered there for simply being Jewish. The World government has
committed cruel crimes of anti- semitism on My beloved ancestors and Jews
all over the world; I speak up for all the victims tortured, murdered, abused
and experimented on and cry out loud about this injustice to the world. I
humbly but boldly ask you to listen to what We have to say because the ones
responsible for State Capture in South Africa are the ones responsible for
anti-semitism and other horrible crimes against humanity as well. If we love
one another, we need to stand together and reveal the truth in order to
overcome all the evil.
6.
Most importantly, I am the Co-Author and editor of the book of ABSOLUTE
TRUTH called Where to from Here: Cognition. I have submitted My life to
doing the right thing; birthing the little book of truth into the world was worth of
all the inconveniences, including My illegal imprisonment.
7.
I have been living together with Andre M. Slade since 1 st November 2012 until
present. We have been fighting a lot mainly because of a matrix of lies I grew
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up in; I have experienced how difficult and painful it is to accept the truth and
give up the false stories one has believed to be true and one has found false
comfort in. Today I am aware that I have been programmed by communism
which has enormously scared the psychological integrity of My Family and My
country Slovakia. The dangerous communistic mind-programming has even
lead Me to believe that I can be a man in Our relationship. I would always
blame Andre as result of “ I AM A VICTIM” mentality instilled by this godless
fear inspiring regime.
8.
I have been participating in a sponsored Feminine Power course by Dr. Claire
Zammit from the Evolving Wisdom company in order to break free of this
false matrix and enable Me to live My Destiny and be who I am meant to be.
This matrix of lies we live in is a very dangerous and unhealthy place to be. I
recently fainted in a restaurant as result of extreme exhaustion and stress I
had been living in since birth; living a lie is a crime against God, yourself and
others and will never result in freedom.
9.
The Equality principle is one such a lie and has caused enormous chaos and
pain in this country; black females are covering their true selves with false
hair as a norm, and black males resort to stealing and murdering in order to
become equal to whites. Yet it is self-evident that this way of living does not
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work and does not serve anyone but Satan; this country is in the worst state it
has ever been because it is living a lie. We are sorry for all the injustice and
suffering caused to Blacks by Whites; the only way forward is to cooperate
and communicate.
To become a beautiful butterfly, you need to stop believing your true
identity is to be a caterpillar; of course a butterfly needs to struggle to
get out of its cocoon and fly!
10.
The Founding Affidavit was founded by My Groom Andre M. Slade; I have
spent hundreds of hours editing, validating and perfecting it. It was My task to
make sure this legal document is as perfect as possible; therefore, I confirm
that I am aware of its full content and confirm its validity.
11.
TAKE NOTICE KINDLY THAT as The Two Witnesses of God, We both have
special sets of skills and talents and work most efficient when in union;
therefore it is necessary to allow Us both to speak. For example, I am better
in details; Andre is better in technical things.
12.
In order to make it easier for you to judge this matter justly and make a wise
choice in determining its outcome, I herewith attach ANNEXURE C1 Good or
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Bad, God or Satan?. The two videos within this article will be included in the
service of the physical copies of this Application.
13.
I herewith end this urgent landmark Application, which is a foundation for true
world-transformation, with the following wise words:

“Suffering is a corrective to point out a lesson which by other means we have
failed to grasp, and never can it be eradicated until that lesson is learned....”3
“We should be ever ready to expand the mind and to disregard any idea,
however firmly rooted, if under wider experience a greater truth presents
itself.”4
“What we must be sure of now, and must act upon, is that only through the
rescue of truth—“Real truth” as correspondence with fact—can reason itself
be salvaged, and thereby human life sustained in the power and dignity it
cries out for by its nature and divine appointment. The excesses and
mistakes of Modernity should not be allowed to obscure this fundamental
point. None, I believe, would be more emphatic about it than C. S. Lewis
himself.”5

3 Dr. Bach. Edward MB, BS, DPH, The Esssential Writings of Edward Bach: The Twelve Healers and Heal Thyself.
Great Britain: Vermilion (Ebury Publishing), 2005, Section: Heal Thyself: Chapter 1,
4 Dr. Bach. Edward MB, BS, DPH, The Esssential Writings of Edward Bach: The Twelve Healers and Heal Thyself.
Great Britain: Vermilion (Ebury Publishing), 2005, Section: Heal Thyself:
5 Willard, Dallas A., “Truth in the Fire: C.S. Lewis and Pursuit of Truth Today ”, 21 st July 1998.
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AUTOGRAPHED AT MBAZWANA ON THE

DAY OF

2020.

______________________
(Autographed) Katarina Krizaniova
DEPONENT

P.O. BOX 1596,
Mbazwana, 3974,
Sodwana Bay Main Road,
Emoyeni
Cell.: +27 765654415,
Email: inanna1111@unseen.is
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I certify that the deponent has acknowledged that She understands the
contents of this affidavit which was sworn to before me at Mbazwana Police
station on this the

day of

2020. That the same are true

and correct to the best of Her knowledge. That She has no objection to taking
this oath which She also considers binding on Her conscience and uttering
the words “So help me YAHWEH”.

(Autographed)______________________________________
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

Full names:______________________________________

Capacity:______________________________________

Address:______________________________________
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ANNEXURE C1

Good or Bad, God or Satan?
To understand this, YOU have to read The Book of Revelation 10.
Be open and unbiased; discern very carefully the following words and judge in
righteousness because almost everything YOU were led/forced to believe is a LIE;
are you ready to see the truth?
Know basic ABSOLUTE TRUTH principals:
everything here has been proven by an internationally certified Genius of Logics
The One YOU know or have heard of as God is in fact The Intelligent Designer and The
Creator of life who has left physical evidence on Earth and whose existence has been
scientifically proven. There has never been declared any decree between God and The
Church or any religion at all.
The One YOU know or have heard of by the name Jesus was in fact Yahshuah, and We
will now only call Him by His real name, not the incorrect name forced on Him by Romans
afterwards; He was not Roman.
The Ones YOU know or have heard of by the name Jews were in fact called
Yahudim/Judeans and are the direct bloodline of Yahuda/Judah whose tribe lived in Judea
(part of today's Israel). Judah was the chosen son of Jacob who was later named by God
as Israel. Therefore when We say Israel, We speak of Jacob's 12 sons, not a country
created to mislead YOU from the truth. We shall only call them Judes. The name “Jews”
was only recently “donated” to various unrelated inhabitants of Earth in an effort to reestablish (establish anew) God's lost chosen tribe.
Zionism is “a movement for (originally) the re-establishment and (now) the development
and protection of a Jewish nation in what is now Israel. It was established as a political
organization in 1897 under Theodor Herzl, and was later led by Chaim Weizmann.”
Google Translate
The One YOU know or have heard of as The Star of David representing “Israel” is in fact
Rothschild's star coloured in blue; David's real star are two triangles intertwined.
The One YOU know or have heard of as Satan is literally translated as The Opposer/
Opponent but specifically means The Opposition of God. Satan is the Red Dragon and is
the spirit that reincarnates into new bodies in human history and is therefore traceable. He
is very deceitful and handsome; be aware!
The One YOU know or have heard of as Pythagoras, well-known philosopher, scientist,
astrologer or as known by most the Father of Mathematics was in fact also teaching
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Numerology, the science of numbers and their specific qualities and influences.
Numerology is a science used by high position entities, like bankers, politicians, the United
Nations etc... Numbers have been always assigned to letters for encoding.
The Book you know as The Bible is historically, scientifically and archaeologically
consistent, and it is the most popular book in human history. It was created by translating
specific scrolls, tablets or other highly advanced writings; oldest origin is Sumerian
(Mesopotamia). The Bible's first five books also known as the Torah, God's
Instructions/Laws for His Kingdom, are the same for “Christians” and “Jews”. There has
never been a book as misunderstood as this, as The Bible itself states:
Revelation 5:
3: “And no man in heaven, nor in earth, neither under the earth, was able to open the
book, neither to look thereon.”
….….
5: “And one of the elders saith unto me, Weep not: behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah,
the Root of David, hath prevailed to open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof.”
Revelation 10:
10: “And I took the little book out of the angel's hand, and ate it up; and it was in my mouth
sweet as honey: and as soon as I had eaten it, my belly was bitter.”
The publisher released this little book in the beginning of the Hebrew year 5775
(10/10/2014); this is in fact YOUR only correct present dating system started and perfectly
documented by the true descendants of Noah, direct family of King David.
Great Prophecies explained themselves in turn as THE TRUTH is the Key:
Daniel's prophecy of 2300 days (or years in this case as they are mere units of
measurement) for the duration of the truth being cast down to the ground ended when Our
little book was published:
286 BC (translation of The Old Testament to Greek) + 2014 (truth revealed) = 2300 years
VIDEO ANNEXURE 12: https://videos.files.wordpress.com/FsUbS7ci/israel-inprophecy___foretold-the-greatest-work-ever___before-the-1st-dominion-part-6_dvd.mp4/

Torah Code or the prophetic codes found in thousands-year-old Torah by a current
scientific computer program designed to find messages by skipping equal distances
between letters declares year 5775 (25/9/2014 – 13/9/2015) The Year of The Return of
The Messiah; Where to from Here: Cognition is the proof.
The Ark of The Covenant has been found by Ron Wyatt who declared that God revealed
the location of the Ark to him and that Christ told him:
“I'm on My way from South Africa to The New Jerusalem”, as YOU can hear in the
video below:
VIDEO ANNEXURE 13: https://videos.files.wordpress.com/lwqiz1vf/ron-wyatts-mostprecious-moment-zpyhwqzbdzy_dvd.mp4
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Ron Wyatt is found in The Bible code as well.
Hopi prophecy or a wide-spread and talked-about prophetic message kept by “Native
Americans” states there will be an arrival of The Blue Star Katchina, The Twins or The
Pahana (Father and Mother) that will start a 7-year-period ended by the arrival of The Red
Star Katchina and The Day of Purification that will change the world forever. The Twins
that helped create the world are from the opposite hemispheres and will be teaching the
original teachings.
The Mayan prophecy says 21/12/2012 is the end of the world; We explained in The Book
that the original end of the calendar had been postponed by three years.
The Great Pyramid prophecy etched on its stones in a form of a calendar from the bottom
to the top of the pyramid counts exactly 5776 sacred inches which represent years from
the beginning of Hebrew calendar to the top event of YOUR history. This points clearly to
this year which started on 13th September 2015 and ends on 2nd October 2016. The cap
section represents the last 7 years starting with 2009 and is separated from the rest of the
pyramid, just like on a dollar bill. The journey towards writing The Book of Revelation 10
started in 2009.
Revelation 13:2-5 prophecy convicts The Holy See/Papacy/Vatican to be the beast that
received authority for 1260 days (years instead again):
754 AD (Pope Stephen II sanctifies Pepin III who gives the Pope the title Vicarius Christi)
+1260 years = 2014 (truth revealed)
The Latin word Vicarius means substitute (instead of); therefore, the Pope claims to be the
substitute of Christ or also Vicari Filii Dei, Instead of Son Of God, which is 666 in Roman
numerals.
St. Malachy's Prophecy of Popes declares there will be 112 Popes before The End, The
Judgment of God; Pope Francis is the 112th Pope.
…. ....
The world events are undeniably showing YOU are in The End Times:
YOU have major increase in Earthquakes and volcanic activity, Noises in the Sky, strange
weather patterns, the dead Pacific Ocean; 93% of the Great Barrier Reef bleached and
50% dead; unprecedented die-offs of animals are happening, and the list just goes on.
Immigrants flee with the support of the United Nations from war created by Satan by
making the weapons and financing wars, and they will destroy Europe as Nostradamus
prophesied few hundred years ago.
The International Monetary Fund, conceived by the UN in July 1944 by 44 countries
(144/44; 188), officially approved the Chinese Yuan as a stable international trading
currency on 30th November (3/11;33) 2015. There was expedited “closed meeting of the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System at 11:30 AM on Monday, April 11,
2016” (33/44/666), and also another secret meeting at Nasdaq on the same day. On 19th
April 2016 the Yuan (RMB) was fixed to the gold price, yet it was advertised as The World
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Currency before its approval by IMF already a year ago. Right now their aim is digital
currency ASAP.
There is a world-wide famine at the moment, and FEMA (The Federal Emergency
Management Agency, an agency of the United States Department of Homeland Security)
has been ordering large quantities of consumables for years now. FEMA's task is to
prevent YOU from being self-sustainable because they decide what and if will the
inhabitants of this planet eat once they arrive from all over the world into their
concentration camps which are fully operational. In fact this concept was already secretly
"tested" in Soviet Ukraine in 1932-1933 in the murder by famine called Holodomor created
by Soviet dictator and mass murderer Joseph Stalin where over 10 millions died. The gun
confiscation made this easier. Knowing this, the President of the United States Franklin D.
Roosevelt for the first time gave official US recognition to the Soviet Union on 16th
November 1933 (1611/133).
Top Celebrities and other supporters of Satan, who say themselves they sold their sole to
the Devil, are promoting Godless disgusting things such as Homosexuality, Black and
White cross-breeding or Satan worshiping to YOU.
NASA, The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, is the agency of the United
States Federal Government that claimed they sent people to The Moon. The world just
believed it, but recently they announced that they will now finally be able to leave Earth's
“radiation belt” for the first time. video
WHO, Word Health Organization founded by the United Nations on 7th April 1948
promotes destructive GMO:
“GM foods currently available on the international market have passed safety assessments
and are not likely to present risks for human health.”, but the truth is GMO is extremely
dangerous to human health and the whole environment.
World Bank established in July 1944 (144) as part of the United Nations claims to be
helping the world out of poverty. The truth is this Rothschild-owned bank enslaves YOU
with ever-increasing debt instead; they pay for money borrowed from FED, The Federal
Reserve System that was created illegally and is owned by the Qabal.
F.D. Roosevelt has chosen 1st May (the only day in whole year that equals 666 in
Sumerian Gematria/Numerology: first=432+May=234) 1933 (133) as the deadline for
people to give all their gold bullion to the Federal Reserve during The Great Depression
that the Fed caused.
The United Nations/UN is an international organisation established by the signing of the
UN Charter containing 111 (666 in Sumerian) articles on 26th June (266) 1945 by 50
states. The term united nations was coined by Franklin D. Roosevelt; it was first used
officially on 1st January 1942 (11; 77) when 26 states signed the Declaration by United
Nations, confirming the Atlantic Charter. This created the Alliance between them with the
goal of defeating what they call Nazism/Hitlerism or the Axis (Roman/Mussolini - German/
Hitler union). The Holy See/ Rome has an active Concordat with Bavaria which was
established as a kingdom by Napoleon on 1st January 1806 (11; 66). The UN was
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conceived by Roosevelt, Stalin and Churchill as a post war world organisation. The
colossal statue of Bavaria is the predecessor of Lady Liberty ( ISIS ), uniting Bavaria,
France and United States of America.
On 25th September 2015 the UN announced the New World Order by adopting Agenda
2030 comprising of 17 “sustainable” goals (in The Bible 17 represents Revelation 17).
Goal number 13: “Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts” already
proves this organisation a lie factory and a cunning work of Satan:
The truth is IPCC, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change created by UN in 1988
(188) has manipulated real data and ignored the fact that scientists have proven Global
Warming caused by CO2 the Greatest Scientific Scandal.
The Paris Agreement signing ceremony was opened on 22nd April 2016 (22/4/666; 88)
which they called Earth Day, few hours after the Full Moon. Signing the Paris Agreement
officially adopted by all 196 countries on 12/12/2015 legally binds the governments to
implement the entire Agenda 2030 (former Agenda 21) immediately as they say:
“.... the actions needed to address climate change are the same as for the Sustainable
Development Agenda.”
Antonin Scalia, The longest-serving Supreme Court Justice of the United States was
murdered for sticking to The Constitution in its original form; he also stuck to God's rules
with his opposition to the right to abortion and gay and lesbian rights. On 9th February
2016 he blocked an implementation of Obama's environmental initiative, the Clean Power
Plan; only 4 days later he was found dead and autopsy was not done. He was in the way
of The Paris Agreement which Obama has already pledged to the UN to implement in by
the end of this year.
Current 266th Pope, Francis elected on 13th March 2013 (13/3/13) as the Pontifex
Maximus, the title given to the head of the Roman pagan religion as Emperor, announced
the adoption of “Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”
and urged the world to take action on Climate Change. It is Francis who said allowing
Muslims to Europe is an act of unification.
Vatican City (the Holy See) with a size of 0.44 square kilometres was made the smallest
independent state on 11th February 1929 (11; 22) by criminal Benito Mussolini where The
Pope is Absolut Monarch. His Motu Proprio (literally on one's Own Initiative) letter issued
on 11th July (77) 2013 gives The Vatican the official power to judge and punish “crimes
committed against the security, the fundamental interests or the patrimony of the Holy
See;”. In another words: If YOU oppose Vatican, YOU will be killed. Inquisition is alive and
well.
“As the Nazi SS order ('Knights of the Holy See') were formed by a formal Papal act and
Deed in the form of the Reich Concordat 1933, the continued existence of the Nazi SS
Order is conditional upon this legal document remaining enacted.”
source: one-evil.org
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Nazi SS moved to USA where they became CIA who created the lie called Global
Warming/Climate Change. This has been proven incorrect in The Book and Edward
Snowden, the former CIA employee, publicly revealed this lie.
April 19 is the first day of a 13-day Satanic ritual relating to fire, god baal, or
Moloch/Nimrod, also known as Zeus (Satan), ending on 1stMay after Beltane Night fire
festival that celebrates fertility. On 19th April this firey year (the first day of the sign of
Taurus/Bull) Satan/UNESCO erected the Roman Arch of Triumph in Trafalgar Square
16.666...metres tall, depicting their perceived victory: the revival of the Roman Empire,
Daniel's 4th beast. The bull is representation of Moloch and requires children sacrifices, as
documented in YOUR history.
You have entered The Year of Gevurah, The 666 Year of Light.
Satan (Solomon/Red Dragon) worships only Gevurah, one of the ten sefirot/attributes of
The Divine in Kabbalah teaching that represents Might and Judgment; Gevurah's number
is 216 or 6x6x6. Excess of Gevurah is described by Kabbalah as the source of ultimate
evil and is essentially balanced by Chesed, Mercy and Kindness not recognised by Satan.
The year 2016 holds the number 666, but from sunset 2nd October 2016 starts the hebrew
year 5777 holding the 777 signature of God.
Daniel 2:21: "God changes times and seasons; he removes kings and sets up kings.
Stolen titles such as Dalai Lama (11911), Inkosi, Mahatma (111) and many more
address God in their etymology (word origin). Therefore, We proclaim in the Name
of GOD all present "kings" and "queens" of Earth blasphemous and illegitimate.
Blacks being men's servants have committed ultimate sin when they positioned
themselves in the position of God by calling themselves nigger which originally comes
from the Egyptian divine title for God, N-g-r. They have stolen the cattle together with the
titles and traditions of the Heavenly Kingdom they served. Zulu means Heaven, but black
self-proclaimed Zulu tribe living in Africa has never been allowed by God the rulership in
The Heavenly Kingdom. USA/America by not including Blacks in The Declaration of
Independence proves this simple truth.
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Sodwana Bay Guest House Official Statement:
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Herewith do I, Andre Martin Slade ID: 6206065168087 officially close Sodwana Bay
Guest House. The signage will be removed on 28th June 2016, and the relevant bank
account will be closed in due course. Our servant Slindile has a choice to stay or
leave.
Katarína and I share equal responsibility for EVERYTHING.
From now on, We will only receive family and friends.
We are Hebrews, so We officially Denounce Our corporation registration.
We are subject to no human ruler, only God Almighty.

Matthew 28:18: “All authority in heaven and on earth have been given to me.”

It is time to make YOUR CHOICE:
Satan uniting nations, "ensuring that no one is left behind", just like in Babylon.
or
God separating good from bad and pure from defiled, just as prophesied in Psalm 1:5.

This planet is going to face Greatest Tribulation before The Age of Aquarius
emerges; everyone has to choose God or Satan!
Evaluate supporting link information on the wisdom of The Book.
If YOU are Tzaddik and share this, DO NOT ADD OR REMOVE ANYTHING.
This is the word
of God.
Copyright © 2014 by André M. Slade & Katarína Križáni

Source: Krizani, Katarina. The New Qingdom, “Good or Bad, God or Satan?”, 23rd April 2016 at
1:44 AM, https://wordpress.com/post/wheretofromhere.org/66
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